
Start
Do the bank statements 

show your name?

Start
Do the bank statements 

show your name?

Do the bank statements 
show your parents name?

You must use your own or your 
parents’ bank statements. You can 

use a partners bank statement 
only if your partner has UK 

immigration permission or is 
applying at the same time.

Obtain a letter of consent 
from your parents.

Have you provided a 
letter of consent from 

your parents?

 Are your bank 
statements cash accounts 
(NOT shares/investments/

credit cards/bonds)

Include your birth 
certificate. You must also 
include a translation if the 

birth certificate is not in 
English.

Have you provided your 
birth certificate?

Do the bank statements 
show the account 

number?

Obtain new bank 
statement showing your 

account number.

  Is the bank statement 
printed on official 

stationary or is the bank 
statement an official 

electronic statement?

   Obtain new statement 
printed on official stationary 

or an official electronic 
statement.

Do the statements show 
the date they were 

issued?

Obtain new bank 
statements that show the 

date of the statement. 

   What is the start date 
and end date on the bank 

statement? Does this 
cover a period of more 

than 28 days?

  Will the end date on 
your statement be less 
than 31 days ago when 

you make your 
application?

What is the lowest 
balance during this time 
period? Is this more than 

you need to show 
evidence of?

Obtain bank statements 
that show the required 

amount of money for 28 
days or more. 

 Use new bank 
statements that are no 

more than 31 days old on 
the day you make  your 

visa application.

Obtain new bank 
statements with the 
required amount of 

money. 

Is the bank statement in 
UK pounds (GBP)?

Have you printed out the 
currency conversion from 

OANDA website?

Print out the currency 
conversion from the 

Oanda website. 

Have you checked to see 
if your bank is accepted 

by the Home Office?

Are the bank statements 
written in English?

Have you provided a 
translation?

Does your translator 
confirm it is an accurate 

translation?

Does translation have the 
translator’s contact 

details?

 Has your translator 
signed and dated your 

translation?

Check that your bank is 
accepted.

Obtain a translation of 
documents not in English.

Obtain a translation that 
confirms that it is an 
accurate translation. 

Obtain a translation that 
has the tranlator’s 

contact details. 

Obtain a translation with 
the translator’s signature 

and date. 

Finish
Your bank statements 

should now be ready to 
send. 

Finish
Your bank statements 

should now be ready to 
send. 
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Your bank statement 
must be either a current 

cash or cash savings 
account – you cannot use 

shares/investments/
credit cards/bonds. 

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

Bank statements for Student visa applications -
are yours ready to send?

• If you are applying from overseas, you must prepare financial evidence for your visa 
application.

• If you are applying from within the UK, you do not need to provide financial evidence if you 
have been living in the UK for 12 months or longer and have not been outside of the UK for 3 

months or longer in total in the last 12 month period.

Does the bank statement 
include information about 
the bank, such as contact 
details or a branch code?

   Obtain new statement 
containing information about 

the bank.
NO

YES

YES
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